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We investigate the thermal and dynamical evolution of primordial gas clouds in the universe after de-
coupling. Comparing the time-scale of dynamical evolution with that of fragmentation, we can estimate the
typical fragmentation scale. We propose the following scenario of the formation process of first luminous
objects consisting of large number stars. First, by pancake collapse of the overdensity regions in the ex-
panding universe or collision between clouds in potential wells, quasi-plane shocks form. If the shock-heated
temperature is higher than about 104 K, the postshock gas cools down to several hundred K by H2 line
cooling, and the shock-compressed layer fragments into filamentary clouds. The filamentary cloud collapses
dynamically once more and fragments into cloud cores. Finally, a primordial star forms in a cloud core. We
show that the minimum mass of the first star is essentially determined by the Chandrasekhar mass. Also, we
investigate the dynamical collapse of cloud cores by numerical simulation and show that the evolution paths
of the central regions of the cores depend only very weakly on the total core mass. After mass accretion, a
massive star may be formed in a core, since the estimated mass accretion rate is very large. In such a case,
it may be possible for many massive stars form almost simultaneously. Then the clouds can be luminous




Today, we have a great deal of observational data concerning the early universe. However, we have very
little information about an era referred to as the ‘dark ages’. Information regarding a era of recombination
(with redshift z of about 103) can be obtained by observation of cosmic microwave background radiation.
After recombination we can obtain little information until z  5, when we can observe luminous objects such
as galaxies and QSOs. On the other hand, formation stage of these objects should be in the ‘dark ages’, and
thus investigating the formation process of galaxies using a theoretical approach is very important.
In the standard theory of the formation of luminous objects, the most basic idea is that they are made
from giant gas clouds, which were once slightly overdense regions in the early epoch and grew to depart
from the general cosmic expansion. After contraction of these clouds, if they fragment into many stellar-size
clouds and many massive stars are formed on a time scale of the life of the massive stars (107 yr), they
can become luminous objects. To understand the way in which luminous objects are formed, we investigate
physical processes of the clouds in various stages of evolution.
To discuss the formation and evolution of galaxies, it is necessary to investigate star formation processes
in protogalactic clouds, since stars are very important components of observed galaxies. In addition, stars
play crucial roles in galactic activities, for example, ultraviolet radiation and supernova explosions, which are
important in some cosmological contexts. Moreover, considering the hierarchical clustering scenario, several
authors have stressed the importance of stars in pregalactic objects for the reionization of the universe (e.g.,
Ref. rf:1). Therefore, to study galaxy formation and evolution of intergalactic matter, it is necessary to







Because gravity alone cannot be used to derive natural scales, to form objects of various scales, such
as galaxies and stars, thermal processes within gases are very important. In the early epoch, before the
first stars were formed, baryonic matter was made mostly of hydrogen and helium, and the most important
coolants at relatively low temperature was hydrogen molecules. Without hydrogen molecules, gas clouds of
primordial composition are ineffective to cool below about 104 K, because of the high energy of hydrogen Ly
photons. Hence the Jeans mass of a purely atomic gas of primordial composition is about MJ / T 3/2−1/2 
107(T=104 K)3/2(n=1 cm−3)−1/2M, far larger than the stellar scale. Sufficiently after the recombination
(zrec  1100), the fraction of H2 is frozen at a constant value of order 10−5,GP and this small amount of
H2 is not enough to cool the gas in order to lower the Jeans mass down to stellar mass within the age of
the universe. Hence the rength scale into which the clouds fragment depends strongly on the amount of H2
which is formed in the clouds during their contraction.
Because of the absence of dust grains and the inefficiency of direct reaction (H + H ! H2 +γ), H2
molecules are formed through the two indirect paths described below:
eqnarrayH+ e ! H− + γH−; H + H− ! H2 + e;
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